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ABSTRACT

This  is  a  study of  the  pragmatic  features  of  the

innovative quotatives in English. The literature has

already deeply analysed the use of these innovative

quotatives  in  the  field  of  sociolinguistics  on  the

one  hand,  and  their  development

(grammaticalization)  in  the  field  of  historical

linguistics  on  the other.  However,  they have  not

been studied in terms of their pragmatic features

yet.  One may indeed wonder what the difference

between  traditional  quotatives  and  innovative

quotatives could be. In my research, I found that

these innovative quotatives have a tendency to be

used  to  introduce  multimodal  quotations,  i.e.

quotations made up with words, body movements

and sounds. I hope to be able to demonstrate that

these  quotatives  are  used  especially to  introduce

gestures and sounds to permit the utterer to express

their own feelings and give their opinion about the

quoted element that would be someone's attitude.
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gestures, non-lexicalized sounds.

1. INTRODUCTION

A quotative is,  in  very general  terms,  a  word or

phrase used to introduce a quotation. There are two

types of quotatives: the traditional quotatives (such

as say or think that can introduce direct or indirect

speech or thought) and the innovative quotatives.

An innovative quotative is a quotative such as  be

like or  go that  offers  a  broader  range  of

possibilities as far  as the content  of  the quote is

concerned. In this study, I will explore the content

of  the  quotation  introduced  by  an  innovative

quotative expression in  English with data  gained

from COCA (Corpus of  Contemporary American

English)1 and reality shows available on YouTube.

2. METHODOLOGY

As far as COCA is concerned, I chose to work with

a series of representative constructions:  [be]  like,

[pp*] [be] like,  [np*] [be] like,  [at*] [nn*] [be]

like plus  all  of  these  with  kind  of/sort

1 http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/

of/kinda/sorta inserted between [be] and like.2 For

each  construction,  I  will  select  a  sample  of  100

occurrences at random and analyse the content of

the quote in terms of nature (thought versus speech

and  hypothetical  versus  real)  and  composition

(words, gestures,  sounds). The reality shows will

permit me to make a more precise analysis because

of the sounds and images.

3. PRESENTATION OF MY SUBJECT

It is only relatively recently that researchers such

as  Clark  &  Gerrig  [4]  proposed  to  see

communication  as  a  multimodal  phenomenon.

They in fact brilliantly argue that in a quotation we

can  find  words  but  also  non-lexicalized  sounds

(e.g. interjections and onomatopoeias) or even non-

verbal  sounds  (e.g. sighs,  laughter  and  cries)

whether or not accompanied by body movements

and/or  facial  expressions.  Now  that  the  use  of

sounds  and  gestures  in  quotation  is  taken  into

account,  what  still  needs  to  be  studied  are  the

pragmatic features of those innovative quotatives

that  introduce  such non-lexical  elements.  This  is

why I am interested in the pragmatic features of

these  innovative  quotatives  in  English  with  a

particular  focus  on  the  importance  of  gestures,

whether  bodily  (body  movements  and/or  facial

expressions) or  auditory  (non-lexicalized  and/or

non-verbal). In other words, my research question

is “What can an innovative quotative (re)present?”

Innovative  quotatives  have  been  studied

for  some  time  now,  mainly  in  the  field  of

sociolinguistics ([1], [2], [3] and [5]). What I want

to highlight is that their particularity is notably that

they can introduce a quoted element that contains

either  words  or  gestures  or  sounds  or  even  a

mixture of these three categories. To support this, I

analyse videos, in which  be like and the like are

used. I wish to bring to light the main pragmatic

features  of  the innovative quotatives,  i.e.  (1)  the

(re)presentation of gestures (bodily or auditory) by

the utterer (2) to allow them to share their feelings

and  opinion  about  someone's  attitude,  whether

hypothetical or real.

2 [pp*], [np*], [at*] and [nn*] are tags for personal 

pronoun, proper names, determiners and common 

nouns on COCA.
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